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ABOUT US
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Bitfiller is the World’s First Peer-To-Pee r Team Crowdfunding System that  
allows you to earn everything that happens in your organization forever!  
It is based on the world-famous Mobius Loop and System G Technology,  
which is the most successful Peer-To-Peer Team Crowdfunding Program in  
the history.
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VISION
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Toconnect people around the world with one another and empower the life of millions of  
individuals by providing financial help. Everyone deserves a better life, and they should  
have it now and Capital is here to ensure it with Unique programme. 

Wewant to bring world together without any currency barrier and border.Wealso aim to  
create a system for passive income where no one is in control and the code does  
everything automatically on a platform that cannot be hacked or changed.
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ADAPPhas its backend code running on a decentralized peer-to-peer network. Contract this with  
an app where the backend code is running on centralizedservers. 

A DAPP can have frontend code and user interfaces written in any language (just like an app) to  
make calls to its backend. Furthermore, its frontend can get hosted on decentralized storage such as  
IPFS. 
•Decentralized - DAPPoperate on Tron,an open public decentralized platform where no one  
person or group has control 
•Deterministic - DAPPperform the same function irrespective of the environment in which they  
get 

executed 
• Turing complete - DAPPcan perform any action given the required resources 
•Isolated - DAPPare executed in a virtual environment known asTronVirtual Machine so that if  
the smart contract has a bug, it won’t hamper the normal functioning of the blockchain network

What is DAPP
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Benefits of DAPP
•Zero downtime – Once the smart contracts is deployed on the blockchain, the network as a  
whole will always be able to serve clients looking to interact with the contracts. Malicious actors,  
therefore, cannot launch denial-of-service attacks targeted towards individual DAPP. 
• Privacy –Youdon’t need to provide real-world identity to deploy or interact with a DAPP. 
•Resistance to censorship – No single entity on the network can block users from submitting  
transactions, deploying DAPP, or reading data from the blockchain. 
•Complete data integrity – Data stored on the blockchain is immutable and indisputable, thanks to  
cryptographic primitives. Malicious actors cannot forget transactions or other data that has already  
been made public. 
•Trustless computation/verifiable behavior – Smart contracts can be analyzed and are guaranteed to  
execute in predictable ways, without the need to trust a central authority. This is not true in traditional  
models; for example, when we use online banking systems, we must trust that financial institutions  
will not misuse our financial data, tamper with records, or get hacked.
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What is USDT
Tether (USDT) is a blockchain-based cryptocurrency whose tokens in circulation are backed by  
an equivalent amount of U.S. dollars, making it a stable coin with a price pegged to USD 
$1.00. Stable coins track traditional fiat currencies, like the dollar, the euro, or the Japanese yen,  
which are held in a designated bank account. 
Tether tokens, which were developed by the crypto exchange Bitfinex, are the native tokens of  
the Tether network and trade under the USDT symbol. As of October 2021, USDT is the fifth-  
largest cryptocurrency by market capitalization, worth more than $68 billion. 
Tether belongs to a breed of cryptocurrencies called stable coins which aim to keep cryptocurrency  
valuations stable, as opposed to the wide swings observed in the prices of other popular crypto  
currencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum. That would allow it to be used as a medium of exchange  
and a mode of storage of value, instead of being used as a medium of speculative investments.
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USDTUsed For?
Tether is useful for crypto investors because it offers a way to avoid the extreme volatility of other  
cryptocurrencies.Furthermore,having USDT (as opposed to the U.S. dollar)removes transaction costs  
and delays that impair trade execution within the cryptomarket. 

What Is the Point of the TetherToken? 
Tether (USDT) offers a way for investors to avoid the extreme volatility of other cryptocurrencies. By  
moving value to USDT,a trader might reduce their risk of exposure to a sudden drop in the price of  
cryptocurrencies.It is also much quickerand cheaperto transferBTC intoTetherrather than the U.S.dollar.
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HIGHLIGHTS
❖REGISTRATION FREE  

❖ACTIVATION ONLY $37 

❖SPONSOR BENEFITS 

❖LEVELBENEFITS 

❖GAPING GENERATION  BENEFITS 

❖LEADERSHIP BONUS BENEFITS 

❖RIDER POOL 

❖PRIMARY FUND 

❖AWARD REWARD 
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OUR PLAN
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BENEFITS: 
➢ SPONSOR BENEFITS 
➢ LEVEL BENEFITS 
➢ GAPING GENERATION BENEFITS 
➢ LEADERSHIP BONUS BENEFITS 
➢ RIDER POOL 
➢ PRIMARY FUND 
➢ AWARD  REWARD
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DONATIO $37
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SPONSOR BENEFITS

$10 
EVERYDIRECT

You will get $10 on every  
Topup & Re-Topup $10
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$10 $10 $10

You
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LEVEL BENEFITS
YOU

Note: 3 Direct For all Level Open

$10LEVEL INCOME

LEVEL 1TO 5 $ 1

LEVEL 6 TO 10 $ 0.50

LEVEL 11 TO 20 $ 0.25

You will get this from every Topup& Re-topup 
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GAPING GENERATION

7 DIRECT + STRONG LEG 100  
TEAM + OTHER LEG 100 TEAM

After achieving this income, you will get $2  
from   every Topup & Re-topup from your team.  
And if anyone in your team achieves this  
income he will get $2 and you will get $1. If
someone on their team gets it, then the
distribution goes $2, $1,
$1, $0.70, $0.70, $0.30, $0.30

$6
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YOU 
$ 2 
$ 1 
$ 1 
$ 0.70 
$ 0.70 
$ 0.30 
$ 0.30
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LEADERSHIP BONUS

•

www.bitfiler.io

• 10 DIRECT+ STRONG LEG 200  
TEAM +OTHER LEG 300 TEAM 

• After achieving   this   income,system  
will take $2  from every  Topup & Re-topup  
and  it will be Equally Divided  to  all Pool  
Achievers. 

• To continuously achieve this income, every
week you need to join 10 member from Strong  
Leg and 20 members from Other Leg. 

$2
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RIDER POOL
You
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In this, system has kept $1for distribution  
from every Topup & Re-topup

7DIRECT IN 10 DAYS

7Direct in 10 days of doing yourdirect topup.
Any  participant will get a chance to become a rider  
whether he is new or old. 
If you fail to do 7 direct in 10 days, then your chain will be  
destroyed and you will have to start all over again. 
Even if you manage to do 7 directs in one day, you will  
still be a  rider pool achiever, Similarly you can earn 
Rider pool Daily 

                                  $1
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PRIMARY FUND
In this, system will take $3 for distribution from  
every Topup & Re-topup 

Youwillgetthisincomeuntilyoureachyourdonationamountwhichis 
$37. The system will take $3 from each topup and  
retopup which will be distributed equally to all. This  
fund starts 1 month after your Id activation.This fund  
will automatically close if you receive $37 from any  
income. This will start for those who will activate their  
id from 17th December, 2022. 

                            $3
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AWARD REWARD

Award reward will be count from 17th December 2022

$3
MONTHLY STRONG 

LEG
WEAKER LEG  
MIN 2 LEG, 
MAX  
UNLIMITED

TOTAL 
ID

NAME OF  
THE 
AWARD

SYMBOL AMOUNT($)
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UNILEVELPOOL DONATION $12

BENEFITS: 
➢UNILEVEL POOL 
➢DIRECT POOL BUYING / RECEIVING  

BONUS 
➢POOL BUYING / RECEIVING LEVEL  

BONUS
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$10
$10 Recycle

UNILEVELPOOL$10
First Your Id Will be placed in Universal Pool and
after that 2 members will come under you Globally.  
Now you will get $10 from each

you can  
Re-

member,that is, (10x2=$20). Out of those $20,  
keep $10 and the remaining $10 will be  
birth in the same pool.
When  your Re-birth Id will  have 2 Members in  
your Down-line, then again you will get $20. 
But this time you will get 2  New  Re-birth in the  
samepool. 
Same will be applicable for every Re-birth Id.  After 
being active you can buy pool, maximum 5  pool 
in 24 hours.

You
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DIRECT POOL BUYING/  
RECEIVING BONUS

In this, system will take $1 for  
distribution from Unilevel pool  
Donation 

In this, system will give $0.50 to the  
sponsor of the pool buyers and $0.50 to  
the sponsor of the pool receivers .
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POOL BUYING/RECEIVING  
LEVEL BONUS

In this, system willtake $1 for distribution  
from Unilevel pool Donation

10 level of Sponsor Id of the Pool receivers . 
To achieve this income, you should have 3 directs.

$ 0.05
$ 0.05 
$ 0.05 
$ 0.05 
$ 0.05

In this, system will give $0.50 to the above 10 level $ 0.05 
of sponsor Id of Pool buyer and $0.50 to the above $ 0.05 

$ 0.05 
$ 0.05 
$ 0.05$1 
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

✓ Registration Free 

✓ You can start with donation amount $37 

✓ After activation youare eligible forall types of benefits. 

✓ After being active you can buy pool, maximum 5 pool in 24 hours. 

✓ You cannot buy ULP unless you receive your first cycle of previously purchased ULP. 

✓ 3X benefits for every Unilevel pool then it will be burn. 

✓ 4XWithdrawal.After thatRe-topup compulsory for next withdrawal. 

✓1 pool compulsory for every Re-Topup. This will not count in withdrawal limit.
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✓Leadership Bonus income will not count in 4X withdrawal. 

✓Only active to active user can do fund transfer. 

✓Only active user can activate any registered user from his income fund wallet. 

✓From every total income 10% will deduct for community support. 

✓$2 deduction in every withdrawal. 

✓When you achieve any rewards the value of same will be credited in your wallet and it won't be 

counted in withdrawal limit 

✓Fund related work will be done only after connecting to the wallet Dapp. 

✓Once wallet registered with the system, will not change ever. 

✓System is running on Tron Dapp with USDT currency. 

✓If the Id is not activated within 10 days of registration period then the registration will be deleted.
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